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The interaction of femtosecond KrF* -laser pulses with plasmas of various solid target materials has been
studied up to intensities exceeding 1018 W/cm2. Absorption measurements were performed forp- and
s-polarized laser light and as a function of the laser intensity and the angle of incidence. They reveal substan-
tial absorption up to 70% even at intensities in excess of 1018 W/cm2. The results have also been compared to
simulations of the absorption at high intensities and, in particular, the peaking of the absorption for large angles
of incidence~70°–80°) appears to be consistent with the anomalous skin effect as an important contribution to
the total laser pulse absorption. X-ray spectra were measured in the keV range~i.e., between 6.5 and 8.4 Å! and
in the soft-x-ray region~i.e., between 25 and 400 Å!. The electron density and temperature of the plasma has
been estimated by comparison of the experimental spectra with spectral simulations. A systematic study of the
hot electrons produced by 248-nm light is presented. Targets consisting of an Al layer on a Si substrate have
been used to determine the hot electron yield and the corresponding energy. TheK-a line emission produced
by the hot electrons has been observed as a function of the Al-layer thickness. The measurements have been
compared to simulations. The estimated hot electron temperature;8 keV is considerably lower than that
deduced from experiments using lasers of longer wavelength and comparable intensities. Scaling indicates that
0.25-mm lasers can simultaneously fulfill the requirements for both intensity and hot electron temperature for
the ‘‘fast ignitor.’’ @S1063-651X~96!08610-2#

PACS number~s!: 52.40.Nk, 52.25.Nr, 52.50.Jm, 32.30.Rj

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of high-intensity laser pulses with matter
is an important means of studying the physics of high-
temperature laser plasmas@1#. During the past two decades
high-energy laser systems with nanosecond laser pulses have
been used for plasma production and many studies have been
performed related to inertial confinement fusion~ICF! @2#.
More recently the development of high-power laser systems
with much lower laser energy but ultrashort pulse durations
~see, for example,@3,4#! has created an opportunity to gen-
erate plasmas under unique conditions, i.e., very high elec-
tron densities and very short scale lengths@5,6#.

One of the most exciting ideas that has been proposed in
connection with the interaction of high-intensity ultrashort
laser pulses with matter is the so-calledfast ignitor concept.
Originally proposed by Tabaket al. @7#, the basic idea of this
scheme is to separate fuel ignition from the compression
phase, thus lowering the requirements for inertial confine-
ment fusion dramatically. Briefly, after fuel compression the
ignition of the core could be performed by a burst of high-
energy electrons that will heat the target to the necessary
temperature. However, in order to exploit this means of ig-
nition in a controlled way, electrons have to be generated
with high efficiency. Furthermore, the electron energy has to
be optimized. This means that although the energy has to be

high enough to ignite the fuel, the electrons should not pen-
etrate through the fuel.

In principle, such suprathermal electrons can be generated
and accelerated by collisionless absorption@8,9# of an in-
tense ultrashort laser pulse. To achieve a good coupling of
the laser light with the plasma and into suprathermal elec-
trons the laser pulse absorption has to be characterized and
optimized.

Several experiments of laser pulse absorption@4,5,10–12#
and hot electron production@1,13–17# have been performed
with infrared high-intensity subpicosecond laser pulses.
However, in the context of the fast ignitor it may be of in-
terest to use shorter laser wavelengths~for instance, UV
light!, because in this case the laser pulse could propagate to
higher electron density, i.e., closer to the compressed core,
than a pulse of longer wavelength. In addition, fromIl2

scaling laws for the hot electron energy@18#, it may be esti-
mated that with shorter laser wavelengths the necessary hot
electron flux and the optimized energy might be achieved
more readily.

Up to now absorption measurements of ultrashort UV-
laser pulses have been reported for intensities up to 1017

W/cm2 @19–22#. However, to our knowledge hot electron
generation by such laser pulses have not yet been studied and
absorption measurements at the much higher intensities pres-
ently accessible are not available.

In this paper the results of the investigation of laser pulse
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absorption and hot electron production for 380 fs UV-laser
pulses and maximum intensities exceeding 1018 W/cm2 will
be presented and discussed. Using the SPRITE KrF* -laser
system at the Daresbury Rutherford Appleton Laboratory the
absorption has been studied for various experimental condi-
tions, such as different angles of incidence,s andp polariza-
tion, and different laser intensities. The results are presented
in Sec. III.

The plasma parameters have been deduced from the ex-
perimental x-ray spectra. Section IV is related to these pa-
rameters and to the suprathermal electrons. Using the estab-
lished technique of layered targets@13,15,16# with a K-a
fluorescer to indicate the penetration depth and intensity of
the hot electrons, the conversion efficiency and the average
energy has been determined.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experiments were carried out using the chirped pulse
amplification SPRITE laser system@23# at the Daresbury Ru-
therford Appleton Laboratory. The experimental scheme is
shown in Fig. 1. The laser system delivered approximately
1.7 J pulses at a wavelengthl5248.5 nm. The repetition
rate was 1 shot every 10–20 min. The energy was monitored
for each shot and the shot-to-shot fluctuation was 25%. The
pulse duration was 380 fs assuming a Gaussian profile@full
width at half maximum~FWHM!; with an uncertainty of
20%#.

The pulses were focused onto the target with an off-axis
parabola (f -number 3.2!. The intensity distribution of the
laser energy in the focus for a typical shot is displayed in
Fig. 2. The average diameter of the central part of the focal
spot was 3mm ~FWHM; with an uncertainty of 20% and a
shot-to-shot fluctuation of 30%! and was 2-times diffraction
limited. The central spot contained 30% of the maximum
energyE0 on the target surface. The rest of the energy is
distributed in an area of roughly 15–20mm. The maximum
energy ofE0'250 mJ was limited by the damage threshold
of the grating compressor in the target chamber.

The beam profile was carefully characterized in two ways:
~1! the profile of the unamplified laser beam was measured at
the position of the target using an UV microscope together
with a CCD camera, and~2! it was measured at full energy in
a corresponding plane after the last amplifier and near to the
target chamber. Although the characterization of the unam-
plified laser beam would not be subject toB-integral effects
in transport or perturbations from thee-beam amplifiers

which the full energy beam might suffer, the equivalent
plane measurement actually showed that these effects were
small. From both measurements the maximum laser intensity
~for normal incidence! I 0' in the central spot could be esti-
mated to be 531018 W/cm2 with an overall accuracy~sys-
tematic error! of 40%.

The amplified spontaneous emission~ASE! from the
whole amplifier chain generates a relatively low-intensity
prepulse on the target. This intensity is a maximum during
the 20 ns period when all three KrF* amplifiers are operat-
ing. Its maximum value was estimated by measuring the en-
ergy in this period~7 mJ at the target! and dividing it by the
pulse duration~20 ns! and the measured spot size~7 mm
FWHM!. The resulting intensity is about 531011 W/cm2,
i.e., an ASE intensity contrast ratio of 107. After some im-
provements some of the x-ray measurements have been per-
formed also with an about one order of magnitude improved
contrast ratio.

The following targets have been used for the experiment:
~1! plane highly polished and massive solids of glassy carbon
~SIGRADUR!, aluminum, silicon, copper, and platinium for
the absorption measurements and some of the x-ray measure-
ments and~2! layered targets for most of the other x-ray
measurements~vapor deposited aluminum layers of 100,
200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 nm thickness and foil targets of
1, 1.5, 2, and 6mm thickness. The substrate of the layered
targets was either massive or 10mm thick silicon!. The tar-
gets were located in a vacuum chamber and mounted on an
xyz translation and rotation unit in order to vary the angle of
incidencea and to adjust the polarization of the pumping
pulse either to thep or to thes direction with respect to the
plane of incidence. Using a high-magnification alignment
system the target position was controlled with an accuracy of
10 mm. The targets were moved perpendicular to the laser
beam between consecutive shots so that the incident laser
beam always struck a fresh spot on the target surface.

The absorption measurements were carried out at three
different intensities by changing the energy of the laser beam
~the focal spot diameter was always the same!: ~1! full en-

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement~top view on the grating
compressor, the target chamber and the diagnostics for the absorp-
tion measurements; for the x-ray measurements the Ulbricht sphere
was replaced by the x-ray diagnostics described in the text!.

FIG. 2. Intensity distribution of the laser energy in the focus in
horizontal~a! and vertical~b! direction.
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ergy shots with the whole amplifier chain (E0'250 mJ!, ~2!
shots with the whole amplifier chain, but now including a
dielectric mirror which reduced the energy by one order of
magnitude (E0'25 mJ! and~3! shots using the preamplifier
~GOBLIN! only and the final amplifier~SPRITE! switched
off (E0'1 mJ!.

The fraction of the absorbed energy was determined by
measuring the reflected UV-laser light. This measurement
was performed with both a calibrated energy meter and a
calibrated Ulbricht sphere which collects all the reflected
light except the backreflected fraction. This fraction, how-
ever, is less than a few percent and thus negligible@11#. The
calibration of the Ulbricht sphere and its linearity were
checked before and after the absorption measurements and
no significant difference was observed. Interference filters
have been used to discriminate between the reflected laser
light and the plasma radiation.

The time-integrated x-ray emission of the plasma was
measured at various laser intensities, mainly at an angle of
incidence ofa545° and withp-polarized light. The mea-
surements were carried out with an x-ray photodiode and an
x-ray pinhole camera~5 mm pinhole and filtered by a 25mm
Be-foil!. The soft-x-ray region~i.e., between 25 and 400 Å!
was dispersed by a flatfield spectrometer including an aperi-
odically 1200 lp/mm reflection grating and a cylindrical col-
lection mirror @24# onto an x-ray film~Ilford Q plates!. The
spectral resolution was between 0.7 and 1.7 Å .

A ‘‘von Hámos’’ spectrometer@25# with an x-ray film
~Kodak DEF! as the detector was used to measure theK-a
emission and the x-ray spectra in a wavelength region which
could be adjusted in a range between 5 and 8.4 Å . For each
spectrum it was necessary to accumulate between 1 and 5
shots on the film, depending on the laser intensity and the
polarization. The spectral resolutionl/Dl was approxi-
mately 1800. Due to the Bragg angle and the aperture of the
crystal the observation angle depends on the x-ray wave-
length ~35.2° for the SiK-a line and 42.4° for the AlK-a
line!. The observation was from the front side of the Al
layers and in a second series from the back side, i.e., behind
the Si substrate.

Beside these spectrographs some filter combinations~Al
filters of up to 1.02 mm thickness! have been used to detect
x-rays up to 20 keV~the detector was a Kodak DEF film!
and the hard-x-ray component about 20 keV~with a high
sensitive hard-x-ray scintillator behind a 13 mm thick Al
plate!. The electron temperature of the hot plasma has been
estimated from a measurement of the x-ray emission using
also various transmission foils of different elements and
thicknesses@26#. Here the x-ray detector was again the
Kodak DEF film. Finally, and in addition to the x-ray mea-
surements, the current of the ions emitted from the plasma
was detected by Faraday cups.

III. LASER PULSE ABSORPTION

A. Experimental results

Figure 3~a! shows the measured total reflectivity as a
function of the laser intensity on the target surfaceI 0
(I 05I 0'cosa). The target was highly polished massive alu-
minum, the angle of incidencea567°, and the laser light
was p-polarized (Rp , open symbols!. The diagram shows

the reflectivity data measured in the present experiment~tri-
angles! and also includes the data from a previous work
~circles! @20#. The systematic error of each reflectivity point
is approximatelyDR'610% in both the present experiment
and also in the previous work. The statistical error of the
individual data points may be seen from their fluctuation in
the diagram. As mentioned before, the accuracy ofI 0 is
about 40%.

From Fig. 3~a! it may be seen that the reflectivity for
p-polarized laser light,Rp , increases only weakly with the
the laser intensity fromRp'25% at I 0'1014 W/cm2 to
Rp'45% at I 0'1018 W/cm2. The Rp values from the
present work and for intensities up toI 0'1017 W/cm2 agree
with the previous results@20# obtained at lowerI 0 but all
other experimental conditions are not much different. In ad-
dition, the measurements at the lower laser intensities show
that nearly all of the light is reflected into the specular direc-
tion with a solid angle not much larger than that of the input
beam. The angular dependence of the reflectivity@Rp(a),
not shown here# has a distinct minimum in the vicinity of
a545° ~at intensitiesI 0'1016 W/cm2) and agrees within
the error bars with the previous results@20#.

In contrast to the previous lower intensity experiment, at
intensities exceeding several times 1017 W/cm2 the non-
specular component increases substantially, although the
light is still mostly reflected into the specular direction. The

FIG. 3. ~a! Intensity dependence~at a567°) of the reflectivity
of 380 fs, 248-nmp-polarized~open symbols! ands-polarized~full
symbols! laser pulses. The diagram shows the reflectivity data mea-
sured in the present experiment~triangles! and also the data from a
previous experiment~circles! @20#. Two typical error bars are in-
cluded for the statistical error of the individual data points in the
present experiment. The systematic error of each reflectivity point is
approximatelyDR'610% in both experiments. The accuracy of
I 0 is about 40%.~b! Dependence~at a567°) of the reflectivity on
the atomic numberZ. The measurement was performed with
p-polarized light at an intensity ofI 0''2.531018 W/cm2 and an
angle of incidence ofa580°.
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solid angle at 1018 W/cm2 is roughly a factor of 3 larger
than at 1016 W/cm2 ~measured ata545°!. Furthermore, for
these higher intensities a shift of the minimum of the
Rp(a) curve to larger angles of incidence has been found.
This may be seen from Fig. 4~a!, where the absorption
Ap512Rp is displayed as a function ofa (I 0''2.531018

W/cm2).
The measured reflectivity ofs-polarized laser lightRs is

lower than expected from the previous lower intensity ex-
periment. From Fig. 3~a! it may be seen that, for instance, at
I 0''1016 W/cm2 Rs is lower than measured previously and
at intensities exceeding 1018 W/cm2 the reflectivity and
hence also the absorption seems to be the same forp- and
s-polarized laser light. However, due to the experimental er-
ror a difference of 25% betweenRp andRs cannot be ex-
cluded.

Some further reflectivity measurements were performed at
I 0''1.531018 W/cm2 and a580° with p-polarized laser
light using various target materials~carbon, aluminum, cop-
per, and platinium, and massive, foil and evaporated targets!.
It has been found that the reflectivity scales only weakly with
the atomic numberZ and increases from approximately 30%
for light elements (Z56) to nearly 45% forZ578 @Fig.
3~b!#. For Al no significant difference in the reflectivity has
been observed between the highly polished massive targets,
the foil targets, and the layered targets.

B. Discussion of the absorption results

The reflectivity measurements in Figs. 3~a! and 4~a! imply
that the absorptionA (512R) for the higher intensities

used (1018 W/cm2) exhibits a Fresnel-type angular depen-
dence with a maximum ata570–80°. Such behavior is pre-
dicted for collisional absorption~inverse Bremsstrahlung! in
a highly overdense step profile@19#, but for temperatures of
the order of 1 keV this contribution is almost negligible
@5,27#. Collisionless absorption via the anomalous skin effect
also shows a maximum at large angles@28,29#. These two
contributions are displayed in Fig. 4~b! for parameters~see
Sec. IV! relevant to the experiment, along with results ob-
tained using a particle-in-cell~PIC! code.

For the step profile, in whichL/l50 and the ions remain
stationary, this is qualitative agreement between the reflec-
tivity measurements, theory, and PIC simulations. However,
further simulations including ion motion and realistic pulse
shapes@filled circles in Fig. 4~b!# indicate that the absorption
maximum should shift back to 40–50° due to the formation
of an underdense plasma shelf in front of the target@30#.
Relaxation of the density scale length by the prepulse would
also shift the absorption maximum towards smaller angles.
This would imply that the density gradient remains very
steep throughout the interaction with the main pulse, and that
ion motion is somewhat inhibited in the present experiment.
The reason for this may be the strong ponderomotive force
~see Sec. IV B!. We conclude that although the theoretical
analysis is preliminary, the reflectivity results forp light ap-
pear to be consistent with anomalous skin heating in a step-
like density profile.

For the reflectivity ofs-polarized laser light,Rs , a dis-
crepancy is found and in particular at the highest laser inten-
sity it may be seen@Fig. 4~a!# that Rs'Rp . This may be
explained by the ASE contrast ratio, which leads to a
prepulse with an intensity of some 1011 W/cm2 ~at
I 0'1018 W/cm2). For s-polarized laser light the pondero-
motive force is less efficient and the preplasma may enhance
the absorption of the main pulse and thus reduce the reflec-
tivity and, in particular, because this polarization is even
more sensitive to the surface conditions thanp-polarized la-
ser light @20#. The preplasma effect would also explain the
discrepancy between the present results at 1016 W/cm2 and
with preplasma~at this lower intensity the ponderomotive
force is also less efficient! and the previous results measured
with no preplasma@20#.

The increase of the nonspecular part of the reflectivity at
high intensities may also be explained by the presence of the
preplasma that is created by both, the leading edge of the
main laser pulse~at these high intensities the plasma forma-
tion threshold is exceeded about 1 ps before the peak of the
laser pulse! and the ASE: when the main part of the laser
energy hits the preplasma it can be reflected with a much
wider angular distribution than from the flat undistributed
original target surface.

Other effects which can flatten the angular dependence
are surface rippling and hole boring@31#. Assuming the pon-
deromotive force of the laser exceeds the plasma pressure
~compare to Ref.@27#!, the critical surface will be pushed
inwards at the center of the focal spot, forming a hole the
depthh ~in mm! given by

h'S ZAD 1/2S ncneD
1/2S tp

200 fsDa0 ,

FIG. 4. ~a! Angular dependence of the absorption of 380 fs,
248-nm p-polarized laser pulses~at I 0''2.531018 W/cm2; the
standard deviation of the intensity of each single shot is 23%!. The
data points are reproducible and each point is the average of several
shots with the statistical error shown as the error bar. The system-
atic error of all data points together isDR/R'36%. ~b! Calculated
absorption for obliquely incident light at 1018 W/cm2 on a step
profile from: ~i! Fresnel equations withne /nc550, Te51 keV
~solid line!; ~ii ! PIC simulation withne /nc510, Te51.5 keV with
fixed ions ~squares!; and ~iii ! analytical curve for anomalous skin
effect with ne /nc510, Te51.5 keV; after Ref.@28# ~dashed line
Ap , dotted line As); ~iv! PIC simulation with mobile ions;
mi /me51836 ~filled circles!.
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whereA is the atomic number,a0 the normalized quiver
momentumposc/mc, ne andnc are the electron and critical
density, respectively, andtp is the pulse length in fs. For the
parameters of interest here, we haveA/Z'2, a050.3,
ne /nc'10, and tp5400 fs, which gives a depth
h'0.13 mm, or around 1/20 of the spot size. Assuming the
hole formed acts as a spherical mirror, this will lead to an
additional divergence of 10°, consistent with the observed
increase in the nonspecular reflectivity. However, the effect
is not strong enough on its own to account for the high
absorption seen withs-polarized light. We also note that a
more realistic~two-dimensional! analysis would have to take
into account the radial intensity distribution of the focal spot,
as we consider later for the temperature calculation in Sec.
IV F.

IV. X-RAY MEASUREMENTS

A. Soft-x-ray spectroscopy of the hot plasma

Figure 5~a! shows a time integrated carbon spectrum. The
observed line emission is due to the radiation from H-like,
He-like, Li-like, and a small amount from Be-like carbon
ions. The spectrum is dominated by three lines in first and
higher orders~up to the eighth order!. The identified lines
are, namely, the Ly-a, Ly-b, He-a, and He-b lines. Al-
though lines from higher transitions of the H-like ions might
be present as well they are not distinguishable from noise.
The strongest line in the spectrum is the He-a line, indicat-
ing that an appreciable amount of He-like ions are present in
the plasma. From the Inglis-Teller limit@32# of the H-like
and He-like ions the upper limit of the electron density can
be estimated for emission volume of the resonance lines to
be less than~5–10!31022/cm3, i.e., less than 3–6 times the
critical electron density nc (nc51.831022 cm23 for
KrF*-laser radiation!.

Similar to before Fig. 5~b! shows a soft-x-ray spectrum
recorded with the same experimental conditions but now the
target material was Al. The observed lines originate mainly
from L-shell transitions. The strongest line in the spectrum
can be associated with the Al IV 3s-3p transition at 160.1
Å. From Fig. 5 it may be seen that the soft-x-ray emission is
of the same order of magnitude for both materials.

B. keV x-ray spectroscopy of the hot plasma

Figure 6~a! shows aK-shell spectrum observed with the
von Hámos spectrograph from the front side of a 1000 nm Al
layer on a Si substrate. The spectrum was measured with
p-polarized light atI 05331018 W/cm2 and a545°. The
spectrum consists of the AlK-shell lines, i.e., the H-like and
the He-like resonance lines together with their satellites
which are labeled according to the notation of Gabriel@33#.
Self-absorption~due to opacity! in the peaks of the He-a and
He-b resonance lines has been observed~Fig. 7!. The dou-
blet in the Ly-a resonance can be resolved~insert in Fig. 7!
and the intercombination line may be clearly seen. Weak
continuum emission has been observed as the background of

FIG. 5. Microdensitometer scans of two typical soft-x-ray spec-
tra from a carbon plasma~a! and an aluminum plasma~b!. The
spectra are time- and space-integrated and corrected for background
radiation and were measured at an average intensity of
1018 W/cm2, at a545° and with p-polarized light pulses. Five
laser shots were accumulated for each spectrum.

FIG. 6. Von Hamos spectrum observed from a target consisting
of a d51000 nm~a!, a 600 nm~b! and a 100 nm~c! Al layer on a
Si substrate~frontside observation!. The spectra were measured
with p-polarized light atI 05331018 W/cm2 and a545°. The
ASE intensity contrast ratio was 107. 3–5 shots have been accumu-
lated for each spectrum. The x-ray emission« is normalized to 1
shot and the background is subtracted. The insert of~a! shows the
spectrum at short wavelengths. Lines of H-like ions have been ob-
served up to the Ly-d line. However, lines from even higher tran-
sitions might be present but not be distinguishable from noise.
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the spectrum. The ‘‘cold’’K-a line of the solid Al ~i.e.,
Al I! may be seen as well in this spectrum but no SiK-a
emission.

Similarly, Figs. 6~b! and 6~c! show spectra from targets
consisting of a 600 and 100 nm Al layer on the Si substrate,
respectively. With decreasing layer thicknessd the Al I-V
~i.e., Al10•••14) K-a line decreases whereas at the same
time the SiI-VI ~i.e., Si10•••15) K-a line is enhanced. In
comparison to similar experiments performed at longer laser
wavelength@15–17# the K-a emission from Al and Si is
relatively weak if compared to the emission from the hot
plasma~e.g., the He-a line!. Furthermore, noK-a emission
from multiply ionized atoms~i.e., Al V, Al VI, etc.! has been
observed within the present experiments.

For d,800 nm @Fig. 6~b! and Fig. 6~c!# x-ray emission
from a Si plasma has been observed, i.e., the Si He-a line
together with the satellites. Thus a layer of 700–800 nm may
be regarded as the time-averaged thickness of the hot plasma.
The influence of the Al layer thickness (0.1,. . . ,6 mm and
massive Al targets! on the spectral shape and hence on the
plasma conditions is very small and as an example Fig. 7
shows the shape of the He-a group for a massive Al target
(d5`) and layered targets withd51mm andd5100 nm Al
on Si, respectively. The difference in the spectral shape in
this line group is negligible and also the Ly-a group and the
He-b line in the corresponding spectra have the same shape.
For d5100 nm no cold AlK-a emission has been observed.
This indicates that most of the Al atoms have been ionized.

The main influence of the shot-to-shot intensity fluctua-
tion on the x-ray emission is that this fluctuation leads to
spectra which typically differ by a factor 1–3 in their
strengthbut theshapeof the spectra is reproducible~Fig. 7!.
This observation agrees with previous measurements where
it has been shown that the x-ray emission scales with
(I 0)

1, . . . ,2 @10,20,27,34# whereas for instance the electron
temperature and the electron density are much weaker func-
tions on I 0 ~e.g.,Te scales roughly with the square root of
I 0 @10,17,27# and the electron density in the highly ionized

plasma depends even less on the laser intensity@34#!.
The electron density of the hot Al plasma has been esti-

mated using the x-ray line diagnosis procedures described in
@34#, i.e., the intensity ratio different satellite lines in the
spectra, the width of the resonance lines~Ly-a, He-a, and
He-b) and in addition the intensity ratio of the lines in the
Ly-a resonance doublet@35#. From these diagnostics an
electron densityne of 1–2 times the critical density may be
estimated for the emission volume of the resonance lines
whereas the emission from the satellites originates from even
higher densities (ne.4nc).

Finally, it should be mentioned that there was no signal of
x rays exceeding 10 keV photon energy.

C. Ion measurements

The influence of the ASE prepulse was surveyed by
blocking the fs-seed pulse. By observation of the ion signals
from the Faraday cups@36# an onset of plasma production
has been found at both the lower and the improved contrast
ratio. As an example Fig. 8 shows the time-of-flight spectra
of an Al plasma produced by a full energy shot~a! and a
plasma produced by only ASE~b!, respectively. The tempo-
ral zero point is assumed to coincide with the electromag-
netic noise signal from the laser discharge. The peaks in
Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! correspond to ions with velocities of
1.23107 cm/s ~1! and 106 cm/s ~3! ~fast ions with veloci-
ties exceeding 108 cm/s could not be distinguished from the
noise signal!.

FIG. 7. Spectral shape of the Al He-a group measured with
p-polarized light at I 05231018 W/cm2, a545° and observed
from the frontside. All spectra have been normalized to the maxi-
mum of the He-a resonance line. The influence of the layer thick-
ness is shown for a spectrum from a massive Al target~circles! and
layered targets with ad5100 nm ~dotted line! and d51000 nm
~solid line!. The ASE intensity contrast ratio was 107. The insert
shows the Ly-a line from a massive Al target.

FIG. 8. Time of flight spectra of Al ions from plasmas produced
by a full energy shot (I 05231018 W/cm2) ~a! and by the ASE
prepulse only~fs-seed pulse blocked! ~b!, respectively. The signal
was measured with a Faraday cup biased with270 V and mounted
in a distance of 20 cm from the target surface. The angle of obser-
vation was 40°. The laser light wasp-polarized and the angle of
incidence wasa545°. The ASE intensity was 531010 W/cm2 for
both curves. The labeled peaks correspond to ion velocities of
1.23107 cm/s ~1!, 106 cm/s ~2! and ~3!.
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Peak 1 can be explained by the thermal expansion of the
hot plasma. In addition, it has been found that the ion veloc-
ity is nearly the same for both contrast ratios and indepen-
dent of the target material~i.e., Al, Si or layered targets!, but
the signal height depends strongly on the contrast ratio and
differs by a factor of 2–6 between ‘‘low’’ and ‘‘high’’ con-
trast ratio. In contrast to the measurements of Meyerhofer
et al. @10# it has been observed that the signal increases with
the prepulse intensity. Using a convenient model for the
plasma expansion@37# a lower limit for the electron tempera-
ture may be estimated from this peak to be of the order of
300–400 eV~this value corresponds to the expanded plasma
which is collisionless@38#!. Peak 3 arises from the preplasma
and it may be seen that a similar peak~2! is covered in the
wing of the time-of-flight signal in Fig. 8~a!. These peaks
correspond to an electron temperature of the preplasma of 8
eV.

However, the effect of the prepulse on the generation of
the x-ray emission from the hot plasmais not too strong.
This may be seen from both the Faraday cup measurements
~see above! and from the comparison of the Al spectra from
the present work with those measured at one order of mag-
nitude less intensity but better contrast ratio@34#. The shape
of the line emission in both experiments is nearly the same
and thus indicates that also the electron density is not much
different.

The reason for this may be the following. Although it is
expected that the ASE prepulse leads in principle to a lower
density plasma this may be partly compensated by the pon-
deromotive force at high laser intensities which strongly
pushes the plasma at the critical density@17,27,34,39#. Thus
the x-ray emission and the energy deposition still take place
in the overdense region.

D. Electron temperature of the hot plasma

The time averaged electron temperatureof the hot plasma
T̄e has been estimated from the foil transmission measure-
ments. For the aluminum plasmas produced by an intensity
of I 051018 W/cm2 and p-polarized laser light ata545°
T̄e is approximately 1500 eV with a systematic error of 500
eV. This value agrees with theT̄e(I 0) dependence deduced
previously for Al subpicosecond UV laser produced plasmas
@27,34#. The electron temperaturesT̄e of the Si plasmas and
the plasmas from the massive and layered Al targets pro-
duced with nearly the same experimental conditions are ap-
proximately the same and thus indicate similar plasma con-
ditions for both materials.

Obviously, T̄e is much lower than the ‘‘initial tempera-
ture’’ Te,o , i.e., the temperature at the peak of the laser
pulse, which can be estimated@27# for the present experi-
mental conditions to exceedTe,o'3 keV ~in the vicinity of
the critical density!. Similar to the hot electron temperature
deduced from the high energetic electrons, i.e.,Th ~this will
be discussed in the following section! this temperature cor-
responds to a temporal snapshot, however, from a differen-
tial spatial region (Te,o : from the hot plasma;Th : from elec-
trons which are accelerated into the bulk material, where
most of theK-a line radiation occurs!.

E. Energy of the fast electrons

The measurement of theK-a emission in multilayered
targets is a well established method@13,15,16# to study the
energy of the hot electrons. In the present experiments these
electrons were produced near the target surface in a region
not larger than several hundred nanometers thickness~see
Sec. IV B! and at densities close to the critical density.

The basic idea to determine the energy of the hot elec-
trons ~i.e., the so-calledhot electron temperature Th! is that
they lose part of their kinetic energy in the Al layer before
they penetrate into the Si substrate. In both materials those
electrons which still have enough energy~exceeding the
K-shell binding energy! can ionize the cold atoms and thus
lead toK-a emission from the Al and Si atoms. Thus, vary-
ing the thickness of the Al layers affects the absolute value
and the ratio of the Al and SiK-a line intensity. Hence a
measurement of the line intensity ratio as a function of layer
thickness~e.g., see Figs. 6 and 9! provides a method for
deducing the penetration depth of the hot electrons and thus
the electron energy.

To our knowledge all previous experiments which have
used this method detected theK-a emission from the front
side of the target surface, which means that the emission
from the substrate material had to penetrate the layer on the
target surface. By contrast, back-side observation has advan-
tages: reabsorption of theK-a line in the substrate material
is relatively low because of the lack of theK shell for pho-
toelectric absorption. Thus theK-a line emission may be
observed quite efficiently from the back side if the thickness
of the substrate does not exceed a value of the order of
1/m (m is the photoelectric absorption coefficient!. This cor-
responds to a maximum thickness for the substrate of 9.5
mm for aluminum and 12.3mm for silicon.

The advantage arises from the possibility to excite theK
states of Al by the emitted SiK-a line. Due to the lower
energy AlK-a emission cannot lead to the excitation of the

FIG. 9. SiK-a line intensityz emitted from Al layered targets
on a Si substrate and observed from both, front side~closed square
symbols! and back side~cross symbols! as a function of Al layer
thicknessd. The incident laser intensity was 1018 W/cm2, the angle
of incidence 45° and the light wasp-polarized. All data have been
corrected for reabsorption in the Al and Si layers, respectively, and
in addition, they have been normalized to the accumulated incident
laser energy. The result of the simulation using a hot electron tem-
perature ofTh58 keV is shown for both the front-side~solid line!
and back-side~dashed line! observation.
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K state of silicon. However, SiK-a emission can in prin-
ciple excite the AlK states and thus influence the relative
ratio of both lines. Thus, in the case of front-side observation
where the SiK-a emission has to propagate through the Al
layer the absorption depth of about 1.1mm gives a limitation
of the precision of the electron energy determination.

Before the hot electron temperature was calculated the
artificial contribution of theK-shell excitation by x-ray pho-
tons emitted from the hot plasma has been estimated by tak-
ing into account all spectral components of the hot plasma
which could excite theK shell. However, it has been found
that suchK-a fluorescence is not of much importance, in
particular, for thick Al layers.

In order to extractTh from the dependence of theK-a
signals on the layer thickness a simple model has been de-
veloped and the experimental data were compared with the
simulation. The one-dimensional model is based on the as-
sumption of the Bethe-Bloch energy loss functiondEe /dx
(Ee is the electron energy! and neglects elastic scattering of
the electrons. As a first approximation the electron energy
distribution, which cannot be determined from the experi-
ment, is assumed to be Maxwellian. Later we consider dis-
tributions calculated from PIC simulations~Sec. IV F!. With
these assumptions the energy fractionF(Ee) converted into
K-a radiation is

F~Ee!5
nAsK~Ee!EK

dEe
dx

, ~1!

wherenA is the number of atoms per unit volume,sK the
cross section forK-shell impact ionization~taken from@40#!,
andEK the energy necessary to ionize theK shell. TheK-
a yield per electron and solid angle is given by

z~Ee!dEe5
1

4p

EKa

EK
hKF~Ee!dEe , ~2!

with the energyEKa of oneK-a photon and the fluorescence
efficiencyhK . Now the total yield may be obtained by inte-
grating over the whole energy range

z~Th!5E
0

`

z~Ee! f ~Ee ,Th!dEe , ~3!

where f (Ee ,Th) is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
function ~this turns out to be a reasonable assumption when
compared to self-consistently calculated energy distributions
from the PIC simulation; see Sec. IV F!.

The result of the calculation may be seen in Fig. 9, where
the SiK-a yield zSi observed from both front side and back
side is plotted as a function of layer thicknessd. All data
have been corrected for reabsorption in the Al and Si layers,
respectively, using the absorption coefficients from Ref.
@41#. In addition, due to the shot-to-shot fluctuation of the
laser energy and the accumulation of several shots for some
of the spectra the data have been normalized to the accumu-
lated incident laser energy.

The hot electron temperature has been fitted for both
front-side and back-side observation and as expected~see
above! it was found that the detection from the back side is

more sensitive. The best fit of the experimental data was
obtained withTh58 keV ~Fig. 9!. This temperature may be
regarded as a lower limit because additional consideration of
electron scattering in the calculation would give a smaller
simulated penetration depth for an electron of the same en-
ergy and hence a lowerK-a intensity @42#.

It should be mentioned that the detection efficiency in the
experiment did not permit the high-energy component to be
measured more precisely. This was because for thicker layers
it would have been necessary to accumulate much more than
five shots for a spectrum, which was not possible with the
repetition rate of 1 shot every 10–20 min.

F. Discussion

The value ofTh deduced from theK-a measurements is
significantly lower than that expected from similar experi-
ments with short pulse lasers assuming the usual scaling@43#
with some fractional power ofIl2; see Fig. 10. In fact, the
value from the present experiment would be consistent with
characteristic energies acquired by electrons under
s-polarized illumination. In this case, one can naively expect
an electron to gain an oscillatory energy normal to the target
of

Uosc5511
~vosc!

2

4
cos~a! keV

5
1

4

~2Il2!

1.431018
~1/A2!516 keV. ~4!

Since this is a monoenergetic estimate, subsequent thermal-
ization would lead to equivalent~Maxwellian! temperatures
of 6–10 keV, consistent with the measured value. On the
other hand, the measurements here were made entirely with

FIG. 10. Comparison of the hot electron temperatures deduced
from various experiments~open squares!: LLE is from Ref. @15#
(a560°, p-pol.!, LULI from Ref. @16# (a57°, p-pol.!, SPRITE
from the present work (a545°, p-pol.!, INRS from Ref. @17#
(a50°, s-pol.!, MBI from Ref. @11# (a545°, p-pol.!, Stanford
from Ref.@14# (a530°,p-pol.!, Vulcan from Ref.@1# (p-pol.!. The
corresponding points calculated by PIC simulations with the same
conditions are shown as well~solid circles!. The two points of the
present work correspond to the two intensities of the ‘‘double-box’’
energy distribution described in the text.
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p-polarized light, for which much higher temperatures can
be expected due to the presence of more efficient heating
mechanisms such as resonance absorption@20,22# and
vacuum heating@8#. Indeed, PIC simulations with parameters
relevant to the present experiment yield quasi-Maxwellian
hot electron distributions with temperatures of 40 keV for
p-polarized light atI5231018 W/cm2; Fig. 10. A comple-
mentary simulation withs-polarized light gives a tempera-
ture of 5 keV, in agreement with the simple estimate above
@Eq. ~4!#.

The discrepancy can be at least partly explained by taking
into account the radial pulse profile, which was far from
Gaussian~Fig. 2!. As mentioned in Sec. II, only 30% of the
total energy was contained in the central (3mm! spot; the
remaining 70% was distributed over a much broader area of
15–20 mm diameter. In other words, the hot electrons pro-
duced in the wings of the central spot may well dominate the
overallK-a signal. To check this, we can combine the output
from two PIC simulations and use the result as input for the
stopping calculation~Sec. IV E!.

First, we assume a simplified radial profile with a hot spot
of diameters053 mm at I 05231018 W/cm2, surrounded
by a broader spot withsw520 mm at I w51017 W/cm2.
Since the PIC simulation is 1D, the hot electron distributions
f h(Ee) must be weighted by the total area irradiated by the
respective components, that is,

Nw

N0
5

sw
2

s0
2

f hw
f h0

545
f hw
f h0

. ~5!

The result is depicted in Fig. 11~a!, which shows the
weighted distributions from two simulations at different in-
tensities together with the sum representing the net distribu-
tion for this ‘‘double-box’’ profile.

Next, this distribution is fed into the stopping calculation
@Eqs. ~1!–~3!#, the result of which is shown in Fig. 11~b!,
along with the result for the 8 keV Maxwellian from Fig. 9.
We see immediately that theK-a ratio is dominated by the
colder electrons from the larger, low-intensity spot. A more
quantitative comparison using a double distribution is not
possible without including elastic scattering.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The interaction of 380 fs KrF* -laser pulses and up to
intensities 1018 W/cm2 has been investigated in detail and,
in particular, the present experiments address both the cou-
pling of UV laser radiation at high intensities and the pro-
duction of fast electrons from the laser-target interaction.

Absorption measurements have been performed as a func-
tion of the laser intensity and the angle of incidence for both
p- ands-polarized laser light. The absorption measurements
reveal substantial absorption of about 60–70 % of the
p-polarized laser radiation in the solid even at intensities in
excess of 1018 W/cm2. The peaking of the absorption for
p-polarized laser light and large angles of incidence, i.e.,
70°–80° are consistent with the anomalous skin effect in a
steplike density profile as an important contribution to the
total laser pulse absorption@28,29#. Furthermore, this would
imply that the preplasma that was present in the experiment
is strongly pushed by the ponderomotive pressure due to the

high laser intensity~in agreement with other experiments
@17,34,39#! and thus still lead to a steep electron density
profile. By contrast, the ponderomotive pressure for
s-polarized laser light is weaker, the radiation is more sensi-
tive to the preplasma and it is less efficiently absorbed, es-
pecially at the lower intensities.

X-ray spectra from Al plasmas have been measured in
both the keV range and in the soft-x-ray region. Analysis of
the spectra indicates that the electron temperature of the hot
plasma exceeds 1 keV and the electron density has a value of
several times the critical density. From the time-integrated
measurements of the spectra it has been shown that the hot
plasma does not extend more than several 100 nm behind the
original target surface and that a surface layer of 100 nm is
fully ionized.

The experiment has also shown that the laser plasma in-
teraction does not depend strongly on the target material if
the laser intensity exceeds 1018 W/cm2. The absorption
scales only weakly with the atomic number and it increases
from approximately 30% for light elements to 45% for

FIG. 11. ~a! Weighted distributions from two simulations at dif-
ferent intensities (I w51017 W/cm2, sw520 mm: solid line;
I 05231018 W/cm2, s053mm: dotted line! together with the sum
representing the net distribution for this ‘‘double-box’’ profile
~short dash!. Maxwellian distributions (Te510 keV: dashed line;
Te540 keV: dot-dashed line! are also shown for comparison.~b!
Ratio of the SiK-a line intensity to that of the AlK-a line intensity
from the experiment~front-side observation; dots! and from the
simulation (I 05231018 W/cm2: solid line; double-box intensity
distribution: dotted line! using the distributions shown in~a!. The
result for I w51017 W/cm2 is nearly indistinguishable from the re-
sult using the double-box intensity distribution.
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Z578 ~for a580°). In addition, from the x-ray measure-
ments and the detected ion signals it may be deduced that
also the plasma parameters are not much different.

The hot electrons produced by 248-nm light have been
studied. A systematic investigation of the hot electron yield
and the corresponding energy from targets consisting of an
Al layer on a Si substrate was carried out. TheK-a line
emission produced by the hot electrons has been observed as
a function of the Al-layer thickness from both the front side
of the target and the back side.

Simulations were performed combining a PIC code with a
stopping model based on the Bethe-Bloch energy loss func-
tion. A simple comparison of the experiment with PIC simu-
lations shows that the hot electron temperature is consider-
ably lower when compared to visible and infrared laser
radiation and comparable intensities if a single laser intensity
is assumed in the modeling. However, further investigation
shows that it is essential to take into account a more realistic
laser intensity distribution in the focal spot. Indeed, the
anomalously low measured temperature can be explained by
assuming that the contribution of hot electrons from the
wings of the focal spot dominates. A simple ‘‘double-box’’
profile gives a good estimate for the hot electron temperature

which is more consistent with that expected from theIl2

scaling: we findTh'40 keV andTh'(862) keV for the
two intensities 231018 W/cm2 and 1017 W/cm2 comprising
the whole focal spot.

The requirement for a realistic ‘‘fast ignitor’’ laser have
been estimated to 1020 W/cm2 and a pulse duration of about
10 ps to push the underdense plasma and electrons of;1
MeV are required for ignition.Il2 scaling of 1mm lasers to
1020 W/cm2 yields hot electron temperatures well in excess
of 10 MeV, too hot for efficient target ignition. The same
scaling for 0.25mm lasers yields hot electron temperatures
in the 1 MeV range corresponding to the required electron
energies for target ignition.
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